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Process mining: discovery

 For discussion, documentation, performance analysis, enactment of the actual process
executions

 In healthcare, product development and customer support



Process mining: discovery

 A difficult task
 Processes may be highly flexible, complex, less structured than the stakeholders

expect
 Process mining algorithms may generate spaghetti-like process models

 All possible behaviours are shown in a single diagram



Spaghetti-like process models vs Clustering

 To cluster the traces, such that each of the resulting clusters corresponds to coherent
sets of related process execution

 To generate a distinct process model from each cluster of traces



Spaghetti-like process models vs Clustering

 Clustering algorithms that operate on the traces transformed into a vector space model 
[Bose and W. Aalst, BPM 2010, Greco et al. TKDE 2006, Song et al, BPM 2009]

 Computationally efficient distance-based algorithms are applied
 Clustering algorithms that operate on traces as is with sequence distance metrics  [Bose 

et al, SIAM 2009, Ferreira et al., BPM 2007, Weerdt eta al, TKDE 2013]



 Transition perspective (ordering of activity)
 Modeling constructs

 Activity perspective (frequency of activity)
 Work patterns

 Resource perspective (organization of resources)
 Understand decision making and analyze differences between traces,

 Performance perspective (time performance)
 Detecting performance-related problems (e.g. bottlenecks)

Clustering: which vector space?



 Different trace perspectives, distinct vector space models of traces
 Song et al. [BPM 2009] use different perspectives separately

 To compute a profile-specific clustering pattern of the traces processed for each
perspective

Clustering: which vector space?



 Different trace perspectives, distinct vector space models of traces
 Song et al. [BPM 2009] use different perspectives separately

 To compute a profile-specific clustering pattern of the traces processed for each
perspective

 Different perspectives can also be merged into a single model,
 To provide an integrated view of the process

Clustering: which vector space?



 Concatenate features of several perspective into one long vector
 Curse of dimensionality

 Multi-view learning
 To bridge the gap between the clustering bias and the choice of the process

mining perspective bias

Multiple perspectives: how-to?



 Centralized algorithms [Bickel and Scheffer, ICDM 2004, Long et al, KDD 2006, Zhou and
Burges ICML 2007, Tzortzis and Likas, ICANN 2009, Kumar and Daume,ICML 2011, …]

 Multiple representations to learn directly a single partitioning of the data
 Distributed algorithms [Long et al., SDM 2008, Strehl and Ghosh, Chaudhuri et alICML

2009]
 Multiple representations to learn individual clustering patterns
 Individual clusterings combined into a single partitioning

Multi-view clustering



 Transition perspective, activity perspective, resource perspective and performance
perspective

 Distance-based clustering (e.g. k-medoid)
 Co-training

Multi-view clustering+Process mining



Transition perspective



Activity perspective



Resource perspective



Performance perspective



Distance based clustering

Distance Matrix (n×n)

distance-based 
clustering
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Clustering Matrix (n×k)



Co-training



 Initialize similarity matrix Sk so that:
Sk(i,j) =1 - distance(Ti, Tj)

 Use Sk to compute the clustering pattern Ck

 Perform co-training to compute:
Sk=sym(Skhk (ChCh

T)

Co-training



 Determine a consensus pattern
 Evaluate compactness of the consensus pattern (Silhouette Index)
 Stop co-training when id does not increase the compactness of the learned consensus

pattern

Stopping co-training



 For each perspective k
 We consider the cluster matrix Ck as a dataset (n×k)
 Determine the similarity matrix SCk of examples stored in Ck

 Compute the similarity matrix SC=k (SCk) /4
 Perform clustering algorithm with SC and output the consensus clustering

Consensus pattern



Empirical study: data



Empirical study: metrics

 Machine learning perspective
 Silhouette index

 Process mining perspective
 Complexitiy of the process model (number of control-flows, and-joins, and-splits,

xor-joins, xor-splits, arcs, places and transitions in the process model)
 proportion of behaviour, seen with traces, possible with the process model

(fitness)



Empirical study: results
 One-way ANOVA analysis of Silhoutte index
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